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Abstract: 3D printing with light is enabled by the photochemistry underpinning it. Without fine control over our ability to photochemically gate covalent bond formation by the light at a certain wavelength and intensity, advanced photoresists with functions spanning from on-demand degradability, adaptability, rapid printing speeds and tailored functionality are impossible to design. Herein, we critically assess recent advances in photoresist design for light-driven 3D printing applications and provide an outlook of the outstanding challenges and opportunities. We achieve this by classing the discussed photoresists in chemistries that function photoinitiator-free and those that require a photoinitiator to proceed. Such a taxonomy is based on the efficiency with which photons are able to generate covalent bonds, with each concept featuring distinct advantages and drawbacks.

Figure 1. The taxonomy of the current review: photoresists for light-driven 3D printing that function photoinitiator-free and those that require a photoinitiator to proceed.
1. Introduction

Our world is transforming rapidly – from the rise of powerful artificial intelligence systems\cite{ref1-3} to the on-going on-demand additive manufacturing drive.\cite{ref4-8} These changes are underpinned by fundamental research efforts that question the way in which existing paradigms can be challenged, while pushing the limits of the currently possible. In light-driven 3D printing,\cite{ref9,10} the engine room for a substantial part of the ongoing innovations is the photochemistry that governs the light-induced curing processes. Over the past years, we have explored in detail how light induces chemical reactions – via so-called photochemical action plots\cite{ref11,12} – and found the unexpected: The UV/Vis absorbance spectrum of a photochemically reactive chromophore is no valid predictor of photochemical reactivity for all to-date investigated covalent bond forming reactions\cite{ref13-16} and some bond cleaving systems, too.\cite{ref17} Specifically, we found that photochemical reactivity is substantially red-shifted compared to the absorption maximum of the UV/Vis spectrum, frequently into regions where absorption is extremely low. While an encompassing explanation for these surprising findings is yet to emerge, they have been replicated in other laboratories\cite{ref18,19} and are critical for designing precision photocuring systems of the future. While photochemical action plots are highly relevant in predicting the behavior of photoresists that rely on single-photon absorption processes, such as stereolithography (SLA) and digital light processing (DLP), they may not fully reflect the complexity of a two-photon absorption (TPA) process as employed in 3D laser lithography. Recording two-photon action plots is an outstanding feat that is technically difficult to achieve – although it would critically assist designing photoresists for 3D laser lithography. The difficulties are associated with the only small irradiation volumes, making photochemical yield measurements challenging. Nevertheless, the contemporary design of photoresists is starting to be influenced by action plot data, as these provide essential insights into photochemically orthogonal, synergistic, and antagonistic reaction systems and the optimum wavelength of photochemical processes.\cite{ref20-22} We refer the reader to our recent perspective on action plot technology and a precise definition of the taxonomy of precision photochemistry.\cite{ref11}

In the current review, we focus on the latest developments in photochemical photoresist design for light-driven 3D printing applications, including 3D laser lithography,\cite{ref23,24} SLA\cite{ref25-28} and DLP,\cite{ref29,30} with an emphasis on the last 5 years. Importantly, we wish to place the progress made to date into the context of a forward projection on what we believe is realistically possible to achieve in the next
decade based on the progress in our and the fields understanding of photochemistry. Thus, our current review initially introduces the key role precision photochemistry plays in 3D printing, followed by a brief discussion of the most widely employed light-driven 3D printing technologies. Subsequently, the focus will shift towards the reaction mechanisms of photoresists, highlighting recently developed photoresists that function photoinitiator-free, and those that require a photoinitiator to proceed. To conclude, the future trajectory and outstanding challenges of photoresist design are discussed.

2. Photochemistry in 3D Printing

Controlling chemical reactivity is the cornerstone of all key biological and chemical processes. Replicating these processes synthetically, however, has long been a formidable challenge and one that chemists have endeavored to overcome for decades.\textsuperscript{31,32} To realize this goal, it is critical to apply external stimuli that can address reactivity selectively and without perturbing the overall system. One attractive option for achieving precise control over chemical transformations is the use of light.\textsuperscript{33,34} Indeed, using light as an external stimulus to control chemical reactions is not a new concept. Giacomo Ciamician – considered one of the pioneers of photochemistry – envisaged using solar energy as a power source for human civilization in 1912.\textsuperscript{35} Meanwhile, in 1958, the isomerization of Santonin to Lumisantonin represented one of the earliest examples of an organic transformation triggered by light.\textsuperscript{36} Even today, the ability to use light as fuel to direct chemical synthesis precisely remains one of the most important and fascinating tools a chemist holds for several reasons. For example, light-triggered reactions are non-invasive, feature exceptional spatiotemporal and energy precision, and can be executed at ambient temperatures.\textsuperscript{37} In addition, by appropriately adjusting the wavelength of light, it is possible to unlock an unparalleled level of control over chemical reactivity.\textsuperscript{38}

In the context of 3D printing, the photochemistry involved in the light-induced curing process of a photoresist holds an indispensable role. If photochemistry was the painter, who uses different colors to create a masterpiece, then the photoresist assumes the role of the canvas, providing a foundation for the generation of intricate patterns and structures. Thus, photoresists are light-sensitive materials that can undergo a distinct transformation upon exposure to light of a specific wavelength. In general, photoresists can be separated into two groups, i.e., positive-tone and negative-tone resists (Figure...
For positive-tone, the photoresist is typically spin-coated onto a glass substrate. Thus, the desired thickness of the photoresist is controlled by the spinning speed and the time for pre-exposure baking, which occurs immediately after the spinning. Subsequently, the solid photoresist is selectively – through a photomask or direct printing methods – exposed to light. Consequently, the exposed area of the photoresist becomes soluble and can be washed away in a subsequent developing step, leaving behind the unexposed region (Figure 2a). The advantages of using positive-tone resists include ease of preparation and processing, high pattern and/or feature resolution, and compatibility with a wide range of substrates. Thus, these photoresists have been used in various fields, such as semiconductor manufacturing, microelectronics, and optical device fabrication. In contrast to positive-tone, negative-tone photoresists behave in the opposite manner. Specifically, the area exposed by light is crosslinked and an insoluble network is formed. Accordingly, the crosslinked region remains on the substrate, while the unexposed region is removed in a developing step (Figure 2a).

Negative-tone resists provide versatility in terms of exposure conditions, enabling their use in a wide range of additive manufacturing techniques, thereby expanding the possibilities of fabricating complex 3D structures with high precision. In addition, they often require fewer processing steps compared to positive-tone resists, thus saving time, and reducing costs. As a result, negative-tone photoresists have found utility in various applications including prototyping, medicine, as well as everyday situations such as households and schools.

Since Niepce’s pioneering work in 1826, which marked the generation of the first lithographic image, photoresist technology has made significant advances. Such advances have paved the way for the generation of materials that are stimulus-responsive and have unlocked exciting possibilities in meta-material designs that verge on the realm of science-fiction, such as the intriguing concept of invisibility cloaks. Nevertheless, there are several fascinating properties that still elude current photoresist technology. For example, photoresists that are mechanically compliant and possess the ability to repair themselves autonomously or programmatically when damaged. In addition, photoresists that can be printed with wavelengths exceeding 1000 nm, and those that can be erased specifically by green – or even longer – wavelengths. Another example – which is only emerging – is wavelength-orthogonal printing, enabling the incorporation of multiple properties into a single printed structure from one resist cartridge. While these examples are currently – at least partly –
hypothetical, continued in-depth understanding of photoresists will lead to breakthroughs that push the boundaries of what photoresists can accomplish.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of the two distinct photoresists, i.e., positive-tone and negative-tone resists. (b-d) Light-driven 3D printing techniques: (b) direct laser writing, (c) stereolithography and (d) digital light processing.

3. Light-Driven 3D Printing Techniques

Before discussing photoresist mechanisms (Section 4), the main light-driven 3D printing techniques, i.e., 3D laser lithography, stereolithography and digital light processing, will be briefly discussed.
3.1. 3D Laser Lithography

3D Laser Lithography – also known as direct laser writing (DLW) – has become one of the most versatile and routinely used techniques for fabricating 3D printed structures on the microscopic scale.\cite{63} DLW exploits the optical phenomenon of two-photon absorption (TPA), in which a femtosecond-pulsed laser is tightly focused into the volume of a photoresist, which is on a transparent substrate (Figure 2b). Consequently, this phenomenon is constrained to a very small volume element called a ‘voxel’, and accumulation effects in the periphery are suppressed, thus enabling the fabrication of near-arbitrary 3D structures with sub-100 nm scale resolution.\cite{63,64} Accordingly, DLW has been utilized to fabricate a plethora of highly resolved structures that find use in a large variety of applications, including cell biology,\cite{65,66} photonics,\cite{67,68} and microneedle devices.\cite{69}

3.2. Stereolithography

Stereolithography (SLA) was pioneered by Hull et al. in 1986\cite{70} and is known to be one of the first experimentally realized light-driven 3D printing techniques. In general, an SLA system consists of a light source, a liquid photoresist vat and a build platform (Figure 2c). During the process of SLA printing, the photoresist undergoes a liquid-to-solid transformation upon point-by-point exposure to light. This transformation occurs within seconds, enabling the gradual construction of the 3D-printed structure in a layer-by-layer fashion. The successful execution of SLA printing relies on two key parameters: the speed of photocuring and the viscosity of the resin.\cite{71} Rapid photocuring ensures that each layer of the object solidifies quickly, while low resin viscosity allows for swift resin flow across the build platform, facilitating the formation of new layers.

3.3. Digital Light Processing

In digital light processing (DLP), a light source irradiates the liquid photoresist, and an entire layer can be cured all-at-once instead of point-by-point curing in SLA (Figure 2d). Consequently, DLP allows
faster printing speeds than SLA while still maintaining high fabrication accuracy. Thus far, DLP has been utilized to print a wide variety of structures that have been used for tissue engineering\cite{72,73} and for drug delivery systems\cite{75,76}. In 2015, DeSimone and co-workers reported a variation of DLP called continuous liquid interface printing (CLIP)\cite{77}. In CLIP, an oxygen-permeable window is employed to create a 'dead zone' at the bottom of the photoresist vat, thereby inhibiting free-radical polymerization. Consequently, this oxygen-inhibited dead zone enables fast printing speeds and layer-less part construction.

4. Photoresist Mechanisms in 3D Printing

A variety of photoinduced reactions can be performed within the excitation volume of a photoresist. These reactions play a key role in governing the chemical properties of the photoresist, which ultimately influence the photosensitivity (i.e., quantum yield) and functionality of the resist in 3D printing applications. According to the photochemical equivalence law, every reacting molecule will absorb one quantum of energy. However, there are many reactions where the 1:1 correlation between the number of quanta absorbed and the number of reacting molecules is not observed. Thus, the term quantum yield is used to explain this deviation in many photochemical reactions. In a photochemical reaction, two distinct processes are involved, i.e., primary, and secondary. In a primary process – a molecule after absorbing one quantum of radiation – is in an excited state with multiple pathways for energy dissipation, including the possibility for a subsequent chemical reaction. Thus, it is possible for the activated molecule to undergo secondary processes after absorbing only a single quantum of light. However, the number of chemical bonds formed in secondary processes can vastly differ, depending on the type of reaction. In the context of this review, the overall quantum yield can be defined as the number of bonds formed as a result of the absorption event and can vary widely from system to system. For example, the quantum yield of a cycloaddition will typically be well below unity in the vast majority of cases, even well below 0.1\cite{78}. In contrast, photochemically induced chain-growth reactions exhibit much higher quantum yields – often approaching or exceeding 1.0 – due to the fact that one generated propagating radical center will lead to the formation of a large number of covalent bonds\cite{79}. Thus, the taxonomy of the current review will be governed by the quantum yield
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of the photochemical processes that govern the resists. Photoresists with high quantum yields are
typically underpinned by free-radical chain-growth reactions containing a radical photoinitiator, while
resists that rely on one or less bond formations per successful absorption event typically rely on non-
chain-growth processes. As these two resist systems require substantially different printing
parameters and have specific advantages and disadvantages, we will discuss the progress in
photoresist chemistry using categories of ‘Photoinitiator-Free’ and ‘Photoinitiator-Containing
Photoresists’ (Section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively). Notably, Section 4.2 will exclusively cover free-radical
processes since other polymerization methods, such as cationic polymerization warrant a separate
review.

4.1. Photoinitiator-Free Photoresists

Photoinitiator-free photoresists do not rely on traditional photoinitiators to initiate polymerization or
crosslinking reactions. They employ non-chain growth mechanisms to initiate the desired chemical
transformation when exposed to light. The exclusion of photoinitiators in these photoresists offers
several advantages, including simplified photoresist formulation and handling, reduced costs, pre-
fabrication of polymer chains that are subsequently photochemically crosslinked and localized control
over the crosslinking/polymerization process without diffusion of growing macromolecules into non-
illuminated areas. However, a significant disadvantage of photoinitiator-free photoresists is their
decreased photosensitivity, thus requiring a high exposure dose, resulting in slow writing speeds. As
a result, a trade-off is always required when developing a photoresist to fabricate 3D structures.
Within the current subsection, we will discuss examples of photoresists employing non-chain-growth
mechanisms that have emerged in the last five years, highlighting important aspects such as the
performance and function of the resist. Table 1 collates the photoresists discussed in the current
subsection, providing details regarding their composition, reaction conditions, and reaction
mechanism of each photoresist. For additional examples of photoinitiator-free photoresist that have
been utilized in 3D laser lithography, which are not discussed in this subsection, we refer the reader
to other publications.[80-82]
Table 1. Photoinitiator-free photoresists for the purpose of light-driven 3D printing discussed in this subsection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photoresist Composition</th>
<th>Reaction λ</th>
<th>Photoproduct</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>104,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>780 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>700 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** λ, Wavelength; TPA, Two-Photon Absorption; Ref, Reference

4.1.1. Photoaddition-Based Photoresists

Photoaddition reactions such as [2+2] and [4+4] photocycloadditions are considered thermally forbidden processes due to the geometric constraints on the frontier molecular orbitals of the participating π-bonds, which prevent the necessary overlap. Consequently, the concerted mechanism is only observed under photochemical conditions according to the Woodward-Hoffmann rules.\(^{[83]}\)
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Thus, when a conjugated alkene system is excited by a photon, the electron transitions to the π* orbital, resolving the geometric constraints hindering the thermal reaction. Although photocycloadditions constitute one of the most frequently used reactions for chemical transformations,[84-89] their application in 3D printing has so far been limited. As noted above, the quantum yield of photocycloadditions is much lower compared to other radical polymerization mechanisms typically employed in light-driven 3D printing. Consequently, this fact limits the printing speed and efficiency, which makes them less practical for high-throughput 3D printing processes. Nevertheless, cycloadditions provide an extensive range of functional groups that can be incorporated into pre-formed polymer chains, rendering them compatible with existing 3D printing techniques. Another advantage includes the ability to modify the printed structure through post-functionalization or additional crosslinking on the basis of remaining functional units, thereby altering the chemical or mechanical properties of the structure post-printing with relative ease.

Werner and co-workers reported the photodimerization of maleimides under two-photon absorption conditions to fabricate hydrogel structures.[90] Here, the photoresist consisting of a four-armed maleimide-terminated polyethylene glycol – capable of undergoing [2+2] cycloaddition – was subjected to laser irradiation with various intensities and a constant writing speed of 15 μm s⁻¹ (Table 1a). Notably, the fabrication of well-defined hydrogel structures was only possible when the photoresist was irradiated with an 800 nm laser and when the intensity was increased from 40 to 80 mW (Figure 3a). Nevertheless, the hydrogel structures were fabricated without using a photoinitiator, thereby eliminating the difficulties related to photoinitiator solubility and cytotoxicity.

More recently, Benkhaled et al. demonstrated [2+2] photocycloaddition in DLP by employing a photoresist consisting of coumarin-based polymers P(EHMAₓ-co-CoumMAᵧ) (Table 1b and Figure 3b).[91] Initially, the photoresist’s suitability for DLP was investigated by irradiating P(EHMAₓ-co-CoumMAᵧ) films with UV light (λ = 365 nm). The resulting crosslinked films show no signs of warping during irradiation. Meanwhile, differential scanning calorimetry measurements of the crosslinked films reveal that the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the material is dependent on the ratio of coumarin within the polymer, i.e., the Tg increases from 21 °C for P(EHMA₈₀-co-CoumMA₂₀), to 39 °C for P(EHMA₂₀-co-CoumMA₈₀). The coumarin-based photoresist was further utilized to fabricate a 3D butterfly structure with shape memory properties via DLP. Initially, the butterfly was fabricated with
open wings, which were closed and fixed in place by applying a temperature below the printed materials $T_g$. Subsequently, a progressive opening of the wings over 13 s was observed by applying a constant temperature above the materials $T_g$ (Figure 3c). Interestingly, the authors do not mention the possibility of using other stimuli, such as, e.g., light, to induce movement and/or degradation, since coumarin dimers can be photochemically reversed.\[92-94\]

**Figure 3.** (a) Fabrication of hydrogels under different wavelengths and laser intensity at a writing speed of 15 µm s$^{-1}$. Adapted with permission.\[90\] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (b) Illustration of the printing process via DLP, whereby irradiation with UV light induces the [2+2] cycloaddition of coumarin, and (c) 3D printed butterfly with shape memory properties, whereby the wings of the butterfly open after 13 s by applying a temperature above the printed materials $T_g$. Adapted with permission.\[91\] Copyright 2022, Elsevier.

One key advantage of utilizing a photocycloaddition mechanism for 3D printing applications is that – in some cases – the photocycloaddition products can be photochemically reversed. Specifically, one wavelength of light can be used for the printing process, while another wavelength of light can be used to erase the structure. Almost all photo-reversible cycloadditions occur via a [2+2] and [4+4] dimerization mechanism. Some of the compounds capable of undergoing [2+2] photo-reversible
Dimerization include cinnamates, coumarin, and thymine. Meanwhile, anthracene is a commonly used moiety capable of undergoing [4+4] photo-reversible dimerization. However, one of the major disadvantages of these photo-reversible dimerization reactions is the inherent blue-shifted absorption of the cycloaddition product. Consequently, the high-energy UV light required to initiate cycloreversion can cause side reactions and be problematic for some applications.

The ability to erase a 3D-printed structure post-printing and on-demand is currently another active field of research. Post-printing erasing is a highly enabling feature for the cleavage of valves and bridges in microfluidic devices, for the degradation of cellular scaffolds to trigger cell release, and for the removal of support materials after printing complex architectures. Such erasable parts often require harsh removal techniques, which can physically damage the printed structure and/or limit its application. In contrast, if the same 3D structure is constructed from a photoresist containing labile bonds and linkages, the redundant structures can be selectively erased by mild triggers. Gauci et al. recently reported a photoresist for direct laser writing that is capable of fabricating microstructures that can be erased by the mildest trigger of all: darkness. The photoresist is comprised of 1,6-hexamethylene bistriazolinedione (BisTAD) and a naphthalene-containing polymer (Table 1c). The chemistry that underpins this photoresist is the of-out-equilibrium photocycloaddition reaction between triazolinedione (TAD) and naphthalene that is, and remains, far shifted to the adduct side during irradiation. The formed adducts remain stable when continuously irradiated, but spontaneously dissociate when subjected to darkness. Thus, 3D microstructures were fabricated by exploiting the TAD/naphthalene photocycloaddition upon exposure to a 780 nm laser. Critically, the resulting micro-stars were shown to remain stable when continuously irradiated with a green light-emitting diode (Figure 4a, top right micro-star) yet degrade when exposed to darkness (Figure 4a, top left micro-star). In addition, the TAD-naphthalene photoresist was combined with a non-degradable resist to fabricate 3D multi-material scaffold-type structures (Figure 4a, bottom, left scaffold). Here, only the parts of the scaffold that was printed with the TAD-naphthalene photoresist (i.e., the connecting bridges) degraded after 9 days in the dark (Figure 4a, bottom, right scaffold). In a following study, we further advanced the TAD-naphthalene photoresist by demonstrating the first instance where 3D structures consisting of both degradable and non-degradable segments are printed from a single photoresist. Specifically, switching the laser intensity from 8.6 to 6.5 mW during the
The fabrication process enabled the fabrication of 3D multi-functional structures from a single photoresist, whereby only the segments printed with 6.5 mW are degradable (Figure 4b). The strategy employed in the above example significantly simplifies the fabrication of multi-functional structures, which would otherwise require a separate photoresist to manufacture.

The BisTAD crosslinker was further exploited to fabricate 3D structures by Houck et al. (Table 1d).[106] Here, however, the photoresist is driven by the photoinduced TAD-ether conjugation. Specifically, upon UV or visible light irradiation, the TAD substrate readily undergoes an α-addition with ethers via a hydrogen extraction process. The resulting adducts contain hemiaminal-type linkages that can be hydrolyzed in an aqueous medium. Thus, 3D microstructures were fabricated via DLW by subjecting polyethylene glycol (PEG) and the BisTAD crosslinker to a 700 nm laser with varying laser intensity. The resulting boxing ring structures were immersed in deionized water at 37 °C, and their subsequent degradation over 36 h was monitored by time-lapse optical microscopy (Figure 4c). Notably, the TAD-PEG photoresist allowed for the fabrication of microstructures at a writing speed of 100 μm s⁻¹, exhibiting a 10-fold acceleration compared to the TAD-naphthalene photoresist. Such an increase in printing speed could potentially expand the application of this photoresist to other 3D printing methods such as SLA or DLP, enabling the fabrication of larger-scale 3D structures.
Figure 4. (a) SEM images of micro-stars printed from the TAD-naphthalene-based photoresist, which remain stable when continuously irradiated with green-light (right) yet degrade when exposed to darkness (left) and degrade when exposed to darkness. Scale bars: 10 µm. Adapted with permission, Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH. (b) SEM images of multi-material scaffold type structures whereby only the connecting bridges are erasable. Scale bars: 10 µm. Adapted with permission, Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH. (c) Time-lapse optical microscopic imaging of the boxing ring structures printed from the TAD-PEG photoresist being erased upon immersion in water at 37°C. Adapted with permission, Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH.
4.2. Photoinitiator-Containing Photoresists

Photoinitiator-containing photoresists typically comprise a multi-functional monomer as the basis of the crosslinked polymeric material and a photoinitiator that initiates the free radical-forming mechanism. In radical systems, the main steps include initiation, propagation, and termination. In 3D printing, the initiation steps occur when the photoinitiator absorbs light of a specific wavelength to generate the radical species. In general, photoinitiators can be separated into two categories, i.e., Norrish Type-I and Type-II. Whereas the former undergoes bond cleavage at the α-carbon to generate radical species, the radical species for Type-II photoinitiators are formed via a hydrogen abstraction mechanism involving a co-initiator.\(^{107,108}\) Once the initiator-derived primary radicals are formed, they can react with the (multi-functional) monomers within the photoresist, involving an attack of the radical on the unsaturated bonds in the monomers, resulting in macromolecular chain growth. Concomitantly, radical-chain termination involves the removal of active radicals from the photoresist, which occurs through various processes including termination by recombination and disproportionation. For a more comprehensive discussion on photoinitiators, we refer the reader to recent publications.\(^{[9,109-111]}\) In the current subsection, we will discuss recently developed photoresists based on chain-growth mechanisms. Specifically, we will discuss meth(acrylate)-based photoresists (section 4.2.1) and thiol-ene-based photoresists (section 4.2.2), highlighting their advantages, challenges, and functional aspects in 3D printing applications. The photoresists discussed in this subsection are compiled in Table 2, which collates details regarding the composition and reaction conditions of each photoresist.
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Table 2. Photoinitiator-containing photoresists discussed in the current subsection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photoresist Composition</th>
<th>Reaction λ</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>780 nm</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) TSA</td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>405 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) TSA</td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>244 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) TSA</td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200-300 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) 385 nm</td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) 385 nm</td>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2.1. (Meth)acrylate-Based Photoresists

(Meth)acrylate monomers such as – or derivatives thereof – triethylene glycol di(meth)acrylate (TEGMA / PEGDA),[112-114] trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA)[115,116] and pentaerythritol tri- or tetra-acrylate (PETA and PETTA)[100,117-120] are commonly used owing to their commercial availability and relatively large propagation-rate coefficients (Figure 5).[121] In addition, these monomers are viscous liquids, enabling them to dissolve small quantities of photoinitiator, which simplifies the formulation of the photoresist. Furthermore, the resulting polymeric material usually exhibits desirable properties, including resistance to elevated temperatures and inertness toward a wide range of solvents and additives. However, these properties are associated with a trade-off, and additional functionalization of the monomer unit is often required to fabricate structures that can respond and adapt to external stimuli after the printing process.

Figure 5. Examples of (meth)acrylate monomers commonly utilized in 3D printing.
Recently, Mattoli and co-workers developed a photoresist that allows the 3D printing of degradable microstructures via DLW. The photoresist formulation consisted of a cyclic ketene acetal compound (MDO) in combination with (tetra-, tri-, and di-functional) acrylate crosslinkers and 5 wt% Omnirad 379 as photoinitiator (Table 2a). When the photoresist is subjected to a 780 nm laser, MDO undergoes radical ring-opening polymerization to form the corresponding aliphatic polyester moiety, which is subsequently incorporated into the crosslinking network. The addition of the labile ester moiety enables de-crosslinking on-demand upon treatment with suitable nucleophiles. The performance of the photoresist was demonstrated by fabricating solid and woodpile microstructures at a writing speed of 7500 and 2000 um s⁻¹, respectively (Figure 6a-b). After conducting several degradation tests, the authors found that immersing the microstructures, fabricated from a photoresist formulation consisting of 90% MDO and 10% PETA, into a methanol solution containing KOH (0.5 M) at 50 °C provided an ideal degradation environment. Finally, the MDO:PETA photoresist was combined with a non-degradable commercial resist to fabricate micro-donuts, whereby only the MDO:PETA printed segment degrades (Figure 6c-d).
Figure 6. SEM images of microstructures fabricated via DLW. (a) A micro-Darth Vader, and (b) a woodpile structure. (c) A micro-donut printed with the MDO:PETA and non-degradable photoresists and (d) partial degradation of the micro-donut, whereby only the MDO:PETA printed segment degrades after 1 h. Scale bars: 20 µm, inset scale bar: 5 µm. Adapted with permission.[122] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH.

1,2-Diketones, especially benzil derivatives, have successfully been used as photoinitiators in combination with PETA for 3D laser nanoprinting by the Wegener group.\cite{48} These authors suggested an avenue for radical formation of benzil-based photoinitiators, referred to as two-step absorption (TSA), illustrated in Figure 7a. The motivation behind two-step absorption is to replace the virtual intermediate state of TPA with a real excited state that exists in the absence of the light field. The lifetime of this electronic state is determined by non-radiative processes and can be a few picoseconds long. The electron population of the photoinitiator in the second excited state leads to its decomposition into radical species that initiate local crosslinking/polymerization of the liquid monomer, resulting in solidification in a small-volume element called a voxel.\cite{123} TSA has been reported as a single-color absorption process as well as a two-color absorption process, with blue (405
nm) and red (640 nm) light. Since benzil is a Norrish Type-I photoinitiator (Figure 7b), scavengers such as 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl (TEMPO) are added to the resist in order to prevent side reactions like hydrogen abstraction by reducing the lifetime of the intermediate state $T_1$. It is assumed that the C-C bond in the benzil molecule is cleaved, giving rise to two identical radicals, which subsequently add to the monomer, generating a new radical which in turn adds to a monomer and thus continues the polymerization (Figure 7c). After comprehensive publications on the three-dimensional printability of benzil and biacetyl, the Wegener and Bräse groups explored alternative TSA photoinitiators for 3D laser nanoprinting. 22 possible photoinitiator systems were evaluated, including asymmetrical diketones, heterocyclic rings and benzil derivatives with diverse substituents, e.g., halides, nitro- or methyl groups in varying steric positions. The composition of every photoresist included 100 mM of photoinitiator, and 50 mM of TEMPO dissolved in PETA. On the one hand, some molecules were excluded as photoinitiators due to their insolubility in acrylic monomers or the absence of reactivity at 405 nm. On the other hand, several diketones are suitable for 3D laser nanoprinting through two-step-absorption yet mostly only with blue light, a selection is shown in Table 2b. 1-Phenylpropane-1,2-dione, a structural combination of benzil and biacetyl, as well as 4,4-difluorobenzil and bisbenzil, have been proven to be potential initiator molecules for two-step-two-color-absorption processes with blue and red light (Table 2c). 3D structures printed with 3,3,5,5-tetramethylcyclopentane-1,2-dione are illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 7. (a) Mechanism of two-step absorption: initially a photon is absorbed, leading to excitation of the initiator molecule from the ground state $S_0$ to the excited state $S_1$, from which the molecule can emit light in the form of fluorescence or transitions to the triplet state $T_1$ via intersystem crossing (ISC). Therefrom, the photon can be emitted in the form of phosphorescence, form a radical by hydrogen abstraction, or ideally absorb a second photon to a higher excited state $T_n$ wherefrom the radical is generated.\cite{48} (b) Norrish Type-I reaction on the example of benzil: by irradiation with light, the electrons are excited into the excited singlet state $S_1$, from which a transition into the triplet state $T_1$ can take place through ISC. Since benzil is a symmetrical molecule, the two radicals formed are identical.\cite{107} (c) Radical photopolymerization of PETA initiated with a benzil-radical.\cite{10}
In addition to 3D printing, Blasco and co-workers have used acrylate-based photoresists in 4D printing.\textsuperscript{126-128} There are different types of photoresists that are compatible with this kind of application. One way to design micro- and nanostructures by 3D laser lithography, is by stimuli-responsive hydrogels consisting of stimuli-responsive monomers, crosslinkers and a photoinitiator dissolved in water. Since most of these systems rely on swelling or shrinkage, the ratio monomer/crosslinker is critical. Stimuli-responsive monomers containing acrylates or acrylamides and functional groups, e.g., carboxylic acids are common. To ensure the integrity of the hydrogels structure, it is important to select a crosslinker that can provide support. Ideally, the crosslinker consists of monomers with a minimum of two polymerizable groups, such as $N,N'$-methylene bisacrylamide. Photoinitiators employed in these systems need to meet specific requirements, including a high two-photon cross-section, solubility in polar solvents and low cytotoxicity. These criteria can be satisfied by employing BAPO-Li as a photoinitiator (Table 2d).\textsuperscript{126} Furthermore, advancements in this process have been achieved by combining alkoxyamine chemistry with TPA, resulting in the ability to print ‘living’ 3D microstructures.\textsuperscript{127} By including covalent adaptable
microstructures (CAMs), the 3D structure can be modified after printing by e.g., nitroxide mediated polymerization (CAM-NER). The photoresist consists of TEMPO-methacrylate as nitroxide-donor, styrene as monomer, PEGDA as crosslinker, DETC as photoinitiator and a high boiling point solvent like dimethylformamide (Table 2). Through optimal adjustment of the ratios of the individual components, printing living 3D microstructures becomes realizable. Figure 9a-c illustrates three different shapes and their impressive size growth after 2 and 4 h polymerization.

In addition to their application in 3D laser lithography, (meth)acrylate-based photoresists have been utilized in DLP to fabricate both 3D and 4D structures. For instance, Wang and co-workers fabricated 3D structures that are capable of responding to humidity and temperature. The photoresist formulation is illustrated in Table 2f. The resulting printed architectures exhibited bending and twisting deformations triggered by moisture and could revert to their original shapes by adjusting to environmental conditions. By immersing especially printed 2D slices into water, a range of complex 3D architectures, such as a triangular pyramid, windmill, octopus, and hydroturbine shapes were obtained (Figure 9d-g). This instance biomimetic structures, such as cabbage, flowers, leaves, and Bauhinia pods evolved from predesigned 2D printed structures when immersed in water (Figure 9h-k).

By immersing especially printed 2D slices into water, a range of complex 3D architectures, such as a triangular pyramid, windmill, octopus, and hydroturbine shapes were obtained (Figure 9d-g). This instance biomimetic structures, such as cabbage, flowers, leaves, and Bauhinia pods evolved from predesigned 2D printed structures when immersed in water (Figure 9h-k).
Figure 9. (a-c) SEM images of CAM microstructures after reaction times of 0, 2 and 4 h: (a) A CAM sunflower, (b) a CAM octopus and (c) a CAM gecko. Scale bars: 20 μm. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH. (d-g) 2D-3D complex shape morphing when immersed in water. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. (h-k) Biomimetic structures evolved from predesigned 2D printed structures when immersed in water. Scale bar: 5 mm. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

4.2.2. Thiol-Ene-Based Photoresists

Photoinitiated thiol-ene radical reactions effectively are rapid light-triggered ligation reactions, resulting in a powerful approach for chemical synthesis and the fabrication of functional materials. The reaction commences when a suitable photoinitiator generates a thyl radical, which adds to the C=C double bond of the alkene forming an intermediate radical via a step-growth mechanism (Figure 10a). Subsequently, the intermediate radical abstracts a hydrogen from another thiol, generating a new thyl radical thus repeating the cycle. However, when electron-deficient alkenes such as meth(acrylates) are incorporated into the thiol-ene reaction, the intermediate radical can also participate in a chain-growth mechanism (Figure 10a). Consequently, the combination of both mechanisms leads to a complex network of thiol-ene, and homopolymerized meth(acrylate) segments. One notable advantage of thiol-ene-based photoresists in comparison to their
meth(aryl)ate-based counterparts, is their relatively high gel point, i.e., the point at which a photoresist transitions from a liquid to gel-like state. As a result, shrinkage stress is reduced during the printing process, resulting in improved printing resolution.\textsuperscript{[136]} In addition, thiol-ene-based photoresists are relatively insensitive to oxygen inhibition, eliminating the need to print in an inert atmosphere or employing high light intensities.\textsuperscript{[140]} Commonly employed thiol monomers or their derivatives in 3D printing are trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate) (TMPMP),\textsuperscript{[141-143]} pentaerythritol tetra(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP),\textsuperscript{[144-146]} and tris[2-(3-mercaptopropionyloxy)ethyl] isocyanurate (TMI).\textsuperscript{[147,148]} (Figure 10b).

Figure 10. (a) The mechanism of a photoinitiated thiol-ene radical reaction. (b) Examples of thiol-based monomers commonly utilized in 3D printing (TMPMP; trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate), PETMP; pentaerythritol tetra(3-mercaptopropionate), TMI; tris[2-(3-mercaptopropionyloxy)ethyl] isocyanurate).

The pursuit of a photoresist formulation that allows the fabrication of 3D structures capable of being erased by visible light remains a significant challenge. Thus far, many photo-erasable inks require high-energy UV light, which is problematic for many applications, especially involving living cells. In addition, longer wavelengths inherently penetrate deeper into soft matter and are thus critically important for triggering post-printing properties from 3D-structures. The Barner-Kowollik group recently reported a breakthrough by exploiting the thiol-norbornene photo-click reaction for rapid
DLW fabrication, along with the photodegradation of the resulting bimane ester moiety for visible light induced degradation.\cite{149} Specifically, the bisfunctional norbornene reacts with the four-armed thiol crosslinker when irradiated with a 780 nm laser (Table 2h). Subsequently, the resulting network is irradiated with $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 415$-435 nm in the presence of a polar solvent to induce the photocleavage of the bimane ester linkage. Since no significant degradation was observed after 30 h irradiation, the authors incorporated an additional thiol crosslinker (PEG-SH) to reduce the crosslinking density of the network, and to facilitate water diffusion. Having established the optimal photoresist formulation, the authors combined their resist with a non-degradable commercial resist to print a multi-material boxing-ring structure (Figure 11a). Subsequently, the boxing-ring structure was immersed in water and subjected to visible-light irradiation ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 415$ nm), whereby only the bridges of the boxing-ring structure were completely de-crosslinked after 32 h.

Gillner and co-workers successfully employed stereolithography to fabricate 3D structures.\cite{150} In this study, the photoresist consisted of a three-arm thiol monomer and a bisfunctional acrylate crosslinker (Table 2i). Although the authors state the absence of a photoinitiator, we hypothesize that the utilization of a short laser wavelength (266 nm) during the printing process triggers in situ radical generation, thereby initiating a chain-growth mechanism. Thus, we have included this example in the current subsection. Nevertheless, load-bearing 3D scaffolds were fabricated via stereolithography by exploiting thiol-ene photo-click chemistry (Figure 11b-e). Thus, highlighting that photoresist consisting of thiol- and ene-monomers provides promising opportunities for future 3D printing applications.
5. Future Direction of Photoresist Design

5.1 Action Plots for $\lambda$-Orthogonal Multi-Material Photoresists

Multi-material printing has emerged as an attractive potential avenue to fabricate advanced materials with disparate chemical and mechanical properties. These materials are inspired by natural systems, whereby hierarchical architectures play a significant role in enhancing their mechanical properties.$^{[151,152]}$ The ability to transfer these properties into the critical realm of 3D printing, could, for example, allow for fabricating structures with adaptive and self-healing properties. Nevertheless, bestowing multiple properties upon a single 3D structure is deemed a critical challenge. For the most part, this has been achieved by sequentially assembling the printed structure from separate photoresists, which can be extremely challenging and time-consuming.$^{[103,104,122,149,153,154]}$ A more elegant approach toward fabricating advanced materials is to use a single $\lambda$-orthogonal multi-material photoresist (Figure 12a).$^{[155]}$ The ability to print material A with $\lambda_1$ and material B with $\lambda_2$ – in any order
– would be considered a major breakthrough.\textsuperscript{[156]} However, it is common that the absorption profiles of different chromophores partially overlap since most visible-light active species also show absorbance in the UV region. Consequently, it is only possible to trigger the photoreaction in a certain sequence, i.e., starting with irradiation at longer wavelengths, followed by irradiation at shorter wavelengths. One approach to overcome this challenge is to further separate the absorption bands of the employed chromophores, thereby reducing their spectral overlap. For example, the group of Read de Alaniz was able to sufficiently separate the absorption bands of various aniline-based donor-acceptor Stenhouse adducts (DASA).\textsuperscript{[157]} Similarly, Feringa and co-workers combined a Stenhouse adduct with azobenzene.\textsuperscript{[33]} In contrast to the aniline-based DASAs, the absorption bands of the azobenzene-based DASAs do not overlap at short wavelengths thus true $\lambda$-orthogonality was achieved.

Alternatively, true $\lambda$-orthogonality can be established by employing photochemical action plots. Whereas absorption spectra have long been utilized to identify the optimal irradiation wavelength for photoreactivity, they have recently been demonstrated to be unreliable in predicting the actual wavelength-dependent reactivity of a photoreactive chromophore. Over the last years, the Barner-Kowollik research team has shown – through the utilization of photochemical action plots – that the wavelength-dependent reactivity maximum frequently exhibits a red-shift compared to the absorption maximum. Essentially, irradiating a chromophore at its maximum wavelength of absorption will, in most instances, not yield the highest efficiency when it comes to conducting a photochemical reaction. It thus becomes imperative to explore the conversion of a photochemical process across monochromatic wavelengths in order to identify the most efficient irradiation conditions. As a result, an action plot is obtained by mapping the reaction conversion as a function of wavelength, offering more comprehensive insights into photoreactivity compared to absorption spectra. Indeed, such precise photochemical action plots have been vital toward developing $\lambda$-orthogonal multi-material photoresists. For example, the Barner-Kowollik team identified two photoreactive species, i.e., an $o$-methyl benzaldehyde ($o$-MBA) and a styrylpyrene (StyP), which according to their absorption profiles, cannot be activated independently from each other (\textbf{Figure 12b}).\textsuperscript{[158,159]} However, an action plot analysis revealed a UV region where the StyP dimerization is sufficiently suppressed, yet the photoreactivity of the $o$-MBA is near its maximum efficiency (\textbf{Figure 12b}).
After identifying this orthogonal window based on photoreactivity, the two species were implemented into a $\lambda$-orthogonal multi-material photoresist to fabricate spatially resolved materials (Figure 12d).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 12.** (a) Concept of the $\lambda$-orthogonal multi-material photoresist, whereby material A is printed with $\lambda_1$ and material B is printed with $\lambda_2$. (b) A photoresist consisting of o-MBA (left) and StyP (right), which are capable of undergoing photodimerization. (c) Action plot (squares) and extinction coefficients (lines) of o-MBA and StyP revealing an orthogonal window based on photoreactivity. (d) A developed photoresist layer with a clear contrast between o-MBA and StyP after irradiating with 330 and 435 nm, respectively. Adapted with permission.[62] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

Light-driven 3D printing techniques such as DLW, SLA and DLP have revolutionized the way objects are designed and manufactured. By exploiting the synergy between photochemistry and photoresists, these techniques have allowed for fabricating 3D structures with remarkable complexity. Combining these two disciplines continues to unlock exciting possibilities, enabling the creation of increasingly intricate and functional 3D structures that push the boundaries of what was once considered science fiction. For example, the possibility of erasing a 3D printed structure using visible light was once deemed unattainable. However, significant progress in photoresist technology has not only enabled...
degradation under visible light but even surpassed expectations by allowing degradation in the absence of light. These achievements have re-ignited exploration and renewed focus toward erasing structures exclusively with green or longer wavelengths. In addition, wavelength-orthogonal printing represents a significant advancement in light-driven 3D printing, enabling the fabrication of complex and functional structures. Undoubtedly, the capability to utilize disparate colors of light to print different materials from a single photoresist cartridge holds tremendous potential for streamlining the fabrication of multi-functional structures. Previously not considered for photochemical bond forming and cleavage reactions, the emergence of photochemical action plots and their incorporation into photoresist design has now brought this concept closer to reality. Owing to the rapid advances in photochemical photoresist design, we are highly optimistic that other ‘so called’ unattainable functions are now within our reach, such as the ability for a photoresist to autonomously repair itself when damaged and/or be printed by wavelengths surpassing 1000 nm. In addition, we envision a not-too-far-distant future where the functions of a photoresist are no longer constrained by technology but instead limited only by our imagination: precision photochemistry is the key to unlocking these possibilities.
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Enabling precision control over photochemical modulation is essential for designing advanced photoresists with diverse functionalities. Herein, we evaluate recent advances in photoresist design for light-driven 3D printing. We classify the discussed photoresists into chemistries that function photoinitiator-free and those that require a photoinitiator to proceed, enabling a comprehensive understanding of their capabilities, limitations, and realistic possibilities for the near future.
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